ACTIVIST COLLECTIVE CLUB

We, the members of the Activist Collective club, as an organization on the SUA campus, intend to develop an environment supportive of organized, constructive activism in the arenas of human and animal rights, promotion of peace, and environmental justice. In implementing this goal, we implement the following University principles: Foster leaders of humanism in society, Foster leaders of pacifism in the world, and Foster leaders for the creative co-existence of nature and humanity. We embody the University motto: “Be world citizens in solidarity for peace”.

OUR CLUB PURPOSE IS:

1. To facilitate communication between various activists (individual or organized) in our community.
2. To encourage and support constructive activist actions in the arenas of human and animal rights, promotion of peace, and environmental justice.
3. To encourage both the members of the Activist Collective, and the members of our community, to learn more about the current issues in the above-mentioned arenas.

2010 Spring Semester Goal(s)

1. To work collectively to raise awareness of both local and global issues on campus
2. To find other students on campus who have shared interests in helping to better the world
3. To help create change, one person at a time

(Pictured Right: Fall 2009 and Spring 2010 Members with Invisible Children Organization Representative)

Club Contact: ACClub@soka.edu